
Lithium Battery

Ultra High Narrow Aisle Precision

210 Degree Flexible Steering

Enhanced Electric Handling

HD Camera Display

Laser Assisted Forks

ARTICULTAED FORKLIFT MJ20



OVERVIEW

MiMA forklifts are manufactured by MiMA
Machinery, which is a subsidiary of Hefei
Banyitong Science & Technology
Development Co Ltd. MiMA Machinery
specialises in the production of innovative
material handling equipment, including
electric forklifts, reach trucks, 
pallet trucks, and pallet stackers. 

Hefei Banyitong Science & Technology
Development Co Ltd was founded in
2005 and is recognised for its
commitment to innovation, quality, and
technological advancement in the field 
of material handling. 

The MiMA MJ20 articulated forklift stands out for its
innovative design, eco-friendly lithium-ion power, and agile
210 degree turning, making it ideal for navigating tight
spaces. With zero emissions, it promotes a cleaner work
environment. Advanced features like lithium battery, near-
silent driving and laser assisted forks enhance both
performance and operator comfort. Its compact size and
efficient operation improve productivity in warehouse
tasks. Companies seeking sustainable and efficient
material handling solutions in confined spaces often
choose the MJ20 for its combination of innovation, eco-
friendliness, and enhanced performance.

Articulated Forklift                             Rack Height > 10m > Up to 12.5m.                   Aisle Width 1.9m



FEATURES

Lithium Battery

Precise Handling 

FEATURES

The MiMA MJ20 forklift comes equipped
with a cutting-edge lithium-ion battery,
delivering longer runtimes, ultra fast and
opportune charging.

The MiMA MJ20 features electric fingertip or
traditional lever controls, empowering
operators to manoeuvre with precision and
finesse.

Laser Assisted Forks

The MiMA MJ20 forklift is equipped with
state-of-the-art laser-assisted forks,
ensuring seamless alignment with heavy
loads and pallets every time. 



FEATURES
FEATURES

HD Camera Display

See more, do more! MiMA MJ20 HD
camera display, operators gain
unparalleled visibility and control.
Navigate even the busiest warehouses
with confidence, thanks to crystal-clear
visuals that enhance safety and
productivity.

LCD Display 

The MiMA MJ20forklift boasts an intuitive
LCD display, providing real-time insights into
battery status, error codes, and operational
settings. Stay in control of your workflow
and optimize performance with this user-
friendly interface.

Choose from multiple mast heights: 

4600 mm
5700 mm
7500 mm
8000 mm

Mast Heights



Mast Specification: 



Articulated Design:
 
The MJ20 features an
articulated design, which
allows for increased
manoeuvrability in tight
spaces. This design
enables the forklift to
navigate through narrow
aisles and congested
warehouse environments
more efficiently than
traditional forklifts.

Innovative Features: 

The MJ20 incorporates
innovative technologies
to enhance performance
and user experience.
This may include
features such as 210
degree flexible steering,
HD camera display,
regenerative braking,
advanced control
systems for precise
handling and laser
assisted forks. 

Green Technology:
 
The MJ20 is designed
with eco-friendly features,
such as a lithium battery.
Electric forklifts produce
zero emissions during
operation, contributing to
a cleaner and healthier
working environment.
Additionally, electric
power often results in
lower operating costs
compared to internal
combustion engines.

Efficiency:
 
The MJ20 is engineered to
optimize efficiency and
productivity in material
handling operations. Its
compact size, combined
with agile manoeuvrability,
allows for faster and more
efficient movement of
goods within warehouses
and distribution centers.


